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It looked a dull grey brown colour, cut up by tracks and
in a few parts there seemed to be grey brown cultivation.
Everything looked rather seared. The villages were few
and far between: they looked geometrically arranged,
hard cut in the strong light, but of a dull colour, with flat
mud roofs, full of little black dots, men and camels. As
we flew along, the country almost imperceptibly rose up
under us, and became hilly. It looked less and less
possible to land if one had engine failure. To the east
the hills rose up to a long blue line* There were sharp
gorges between them, and it looked as if there were
hardly any flat places. The tops of the hills were mostly
round, and they looked rough and scaly in texture, like
-enormous limpet shells all bunched together. Then
under the clouds and on the far edge of the hills I saw
dimly two towers. It was a city—Jerusalem, It looked
most impressive from the air—on the hill-tops. On the
right, a few miles to the south, was Bethlehem on another
hill-top, all terraced, and with dull green shrubs inter-
spersed with rectangular houses. I do not know
whether it was association or not, but the sight of these
places gave me a queer thrill, coming upon them, sud-
denly, in those gaunt hills. And I realized the meaning
of the words "down to Jericho."
The hills fell away in steep terraces to the Jordan
Valley, and we passed over the Dead Sea, which looked—
and this surprised me—a soft hushed blue. It had little
white ribbons of foam oh it, traced out in patterns. The
grey cliffs dropped sheer down to it. Jordan twists and
wriggles down its flat valley, which holds apart the
menacing cliff$ which look as if they might move together
and crush any living thing as would a vice. I looted
back a&d saw Jerusalem with the sim on it; tl

